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DELAWARE VALLEY REGIONAL PLANNING COMMISSION
REGIONAL HOUSING COMMITTEE 

MEETING HIGHLIGHTS
April 5, 2002

The Delaware Valley Regional Planning Commission’s Regional Housing Committee met at
10:00 A.M. on April 5, 2002, at the Commission’s offices.  The meeting was chaired by Joyce
Paul, Executive Assistant to the Assistant Commissioner of the New Jersey Department of
Community Affairs, who reviewed the agenda and provided for introductions.

1.  Joe Duckworth (of Arcadia Land Development) and Carolyn Wallace (representing APM,
a non-profit corporation developing housing in North Philadelphia) participated in a round-
table discussion with Committee members on the obstacles and challenges facing developers
who consider redeveloping in existing centers.  Mr. Duckworth noted that most residential
projects tend to be located at the region’s outer edges under existing large-lot, low density
zoning regulations.  He explained that developers are neither “inherently good nor evil”, and
will generally develop whatever is allowed and will be the easiest to accomplish.  Mr.
Duckworth suggested that developers typically look for three things when considering whether
to invest in a project: pre-existing zoning; a willing and realistic land owner; and a viable
housing market.  Vocal community opposition by NIMBY (“not-in-my-backyard”) groups to a
required zoning revision can doom a project, even if it is opposed by only a minority of the
community.

As an example, Mr. Duckworth noted that it recently took his company over two years to
secure a zoning revision and begin development of a walkable community in one of the
region’s first generation suburbs, rather than the less attractive, typical “suburban-style” auto-
oriented development allowed under the existing zoning code.  He suggested that
communities re-write their zoning regulations to actually portray their vision of what they want
their community to look like, since most developers will build whatever is allowed under current
code.  He also suggested that the City and other core communities and older centers be
realistic in terms of market potential when zoning for residential redevelopment.

Mr. Duckworth noted that his companies have done very few projects within the City of
Philadelphia, primarily because it is difficult to find a site that’s “clean enough”, both in the
literal sense (i.e. environmental contamination) and in terms of issues such as land ownership
and applicable codes.  He spoke of the increased costs associated with inconsistent and
inappropriate building code requirements, noting, for example, that only in the City of
Philadelphia are developers required to provide cast iron plumbing in residential
developments (rather than PVC).  Mr. Duckworth noted that the premium to build in the City
versus the suburbs can be as high as 35%, primarily because of union work rules and City
codes.  While that difference can be made up in some places where market demand is high,
the developer may never recover these increased costs in marginal neighborhoods that
cannot command high sales prices.
Carolyn Wallace spoke of the need to redevelop the entire community in order to successfully



develop new housing in older cities and boroughs.  She suggested that amenities that create
a favorable housing market, such as infrastructure, streetscapes, the pedestrian environment,
community facilities and services, and recreational opportunities, need to be enhanced.  The
challenge facing non-profits is how to fund all these necessary elements.  She noted that
leadership and community support are critical, and stressed that the housing market critical
for a project’s success exists only if the community offers the amenities that prospective
buyers (whether low income or market rate) desire.

Heather Kump, Economic Development Planner at DVRPC, then discussed ongoing study
efforts on the current housing project entitled Residential Investment in Centers and
Corridors.  After a brief presentation, the committee decided that, due to time constraints, the
study steering sub-committee should meet in the near future to focus specifically on the study’s
progress and direction.  A sub-committee meeting has been scheduled for April 25, 200 at
2:00 P.M. 

2.  Ira Goldstein of The Reinvestment Fund (TRF), presented the findings of Choices (A
Report on the State of The Region’s  Housing Market).  Prepared by The Reinvestment Fund
and the Metropolitan Philadelphia Policy Center, this report points out the need to rebuild
Philadelphia’s real estate markets while at the same time seeking more regional initiatives
addressing housing affordability.  Mr. Goldstein presented a number of maps and graphics
demonstrating the state of the region’s current housing market.  The study concludes that
although buying an existing home in the region is generally affordable to middle income
families, buying a new home is not.  Most of the region’s affordable housing stock is
concentrated in Philadelphia and other older centers, and many of the region’s poor, elderly
and minority homeowners are experiencing increasingly severe housing cost burdens.  Rental
housing is becoming increasingly unaffordable and the region’s stock of multi-family units (and
consequently its rental vacancy rate) is declining, making it even more difficult for households
to locate affordable units.

Mr. Goldstein then described the report’s recommendations, which focus primarily on the
region’s five Southeastern Pennsylvania counties.  The study suggests that market rate
housing development in Philadelphia can be increased by creating a citywide vision to guide
public policy, decreasing the cost of housing development in the City and increasing the
demand for market-rate housing.  At the same time, affordable housing in the suburbs should
be increased by implementing a state mandate requiring “mixed-income” developments and
by replicating affordable housing tools in place in metropolitan areas  across the country, such
as employer-assisted housing, housing trust funds and location efficient mortgages.  Finally,
the report recommends that consideration be given to conducting housing planning and
funding at a regional level.

3.  After brief updates on the status of DVRPC’s TCDI initiative, the adoption of revised 2025
population forecasts and the release of the Commission’s FY2003 Work Program, Ms. Paul
adjourned the meeting at 12:15 P.M.  The housing study steering sub-committee will meet on
Thursday, April 25, 2002 at 2:00 P.M. to discuss the status of the housing report.  The next
meeting of the full RHC is scheduled for Friday, June 21st, at 10:00 A.M. 


